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STOVE USE MONITORS

PARTICLE AND CARBON MONOXIDE

UTILIZATION

CONCENTRATION

We have developed an upgraded
version of the UCB Particle and
Temperature Sensor called UCBPaCO. PaCO is based on a light
scattering chamber with custom
signal processing, improved data
logging to an SD card, many
weeks of battery life, and a smaller, more convenient footprint.

Time-of-use measuring devices allow more
accurate estimations and objective definitions
of usage patterns including cooking periods,
meal times, and technology adoption rates.
Stove Use Monitors (SUMs) quantify utilization of cookstoves to improve estimates of personal exposure and
environmental benefits related to household energy use.
SUMS are based on commercially available, low-cost,
small temperature loggers.

Our upgraded monitor is quiet, safe, and runs on AAA batteries. The
platform is extensible, allowing easy inclusion of CO, CO2, and other
gas sensors of interest. It addresses the specific needs of household
energy researchers, who require small, smart, relatively cheap, and
robust devices that run with minimal intrusion and fieldworker
effort in remote households. Tests of our new monitor indicate it
performs well relative to more expensive commercial devices (see
figures below).
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Measurements of stove surface temperature can be used
to test the effectiveness of behavioral interventions on
stove use. Because they give unbiased measures of a
simple physical parameter, reliable information is
provided using smaller sample sizes than required for
a household survey.

TSI DustTrak

The stainless steel sensors are the size of a coin and
record time, date, and temperature. Programming and
downloading data can be easily performed in the field.
They are easy to use, unobtrusive, waterproof and
tamper-resistant.
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Preliminary chamber tests indicate strong
agreement with the original UCB-PATS +
with existing, more costly commerical
sensors. Testing is ongoing.

SOFTWARE PLATFORM

ANALYSIS

Tabs for modular flexible
handling of analysis and
instrumentation
Functional merging of
datasets & ability to
manipulate graphs

Integration of air quality
& stove use data streams

Platform for Integrated Cookstove Assessment
(PICA) is an integrated software platform that
launches, downloads, processes and outputs
summary statistics and reports from SUMs and
the UCB-PaCO.

Current stove assessments rely on a variety of devices
with individual software platforms, resulting in time
intensive processing routines. PICA, contrastingly,
• provides common launching and programming of
devices with protocols for delayed launching, sampling
intervals, sample duration times, and other instrument
sampling parameters.
• harmonizes fundamental data forms and metrics such
as time stamps, concentrations, etc.
• stores datasets in one system for simplified processing, graphing, integration with statistical or database
management systems, and other basic management
needs.
• is a highly modular and flexible system for including
a wide array of potential monitoring devices.
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